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GARY REPORT
The Tale Of Two Pastors
There were two experiences in my life and association with two pastors which were
highly unique, but also exceedingly relevant to what we now know today. And with
these, there were experiences in their churches that uniquely paralleled this. Let me
explain.
Somewhere around 1976, I had lunch with my pastor at that time. I was the director of
education at the church, not in a fulltime capacity, and he met with me over lunch in
that role. But while we were visiting, solely out of an unction within and not provoked
by anything said or done, I told him that his time at that church was over and he
needed to leave. Was I accurate? Indeed so, and he expressed that he already knew
this. Confirmingly, he told me that he had already met with the elders and the man
who was the spiritual apostle over the church, and told them this. But the spiritual
apostle declined it and the pastor remained the chief pastor there.
I of course continued in my role as the education director, and it was after this that I
received the clear dramatic experience and message from the Father that I was called
into the pastorate and was to move to Dallas and begin a church there. The elders at the
church disagreed with me and I put those plans aside and waited a year. By then they
agreed and I moved to Dallas. And what is most relevant, shortly afterwards that
church disastrously split into five splinter churches. By the word of Yahweh I had told
the pastor that it was time for him to leave, but the apostle rejected this and that church
was destroyed.
And what is unique and highly relevant is that this occurred shortly thereafter with a
second pastor. During that same time period, I was associating with another church
that was built around their work with men who had been on drugs. They had a
Wednesday evening church service, and to help them I attended there and took the
youth aside and taught them. I had a close association with the pastor, and on one
occasion was having lunch with him. And once again I had the same unction that I had
with the other pastor. I told him as well that it was time for him to leave, but he
ignored me.
And what was the outcome for that pastor and church? For him even worse! After I
had moved to Dallas I found out that he had a sexual relationship with the wife of a
man who had come there for help, and that pastor was rejected and another man took
his place. Also, his wife divorced him and took the children. His ministry and life were
destroyed!
I thought it remarkably strange that this happened once again. And if he too had
heeded my word, none of that would have happened. And I even wondered if this
strange unction would ever happen again. And yes, it is indeed at hand, and is
according to the passing over principle, where Yahweh passes over the first experience,
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He passes over the second experience, and He takes the third. But this time it is not just
a pastor, but relative to the entirety of Christianity! It is now time for you,
Christianity, to resign! And if not, you and your ministry would fall to utter
destruction and ruin. And those are not my words, for as it is written, “Unless those
days had been cut short, no flesh would have been saved; but through the elect those
days will be cut short” (Matthew 24:22). And it is not only relative to the works of man,
but to Satan himself. It is time for him as the present head to go! More on this to be
addressed.
And as I pondered these unique duplicative experiences, I realized that in both of those
churches there were in fact two equally similar and most revealing and relevant events,
snapshots of what is to be in the Bride work regarding the church whole today—
rebuking it and calling it to repentance. And this is quite encouraging and relevant. Let
us consider this second testimony.
In that church where I was the education director, it was a Charismatic church, and
during a service the recognized prophet there stood up and gave a message that was a
rebuke and correction for them (such as Christianity needs). The pastor I spoke of was
not there that day, and his replacement, who lacked maturity, had a typical Charismatic
response and replied to the message with something to the effect of not getting
downhearted from the corrective message and proceeded with typical exuberant
Charismatic singing instead. (Such is the state of Christianity.) But my spirit was
deeply stirred and I could not take this response. What was needed was repentance,
and not any more hoopla. I was seated in the front row to the left (and this was not
some little church), and when the singing ended I proceeded to walk up to the podium
uninvited and enthusiastically rebuked the church for the response to the corrective
message given to them. Later that week the pastor called me about the matter and said
that the prophet retracted what he had said and did, but I told the pastor that I would
not withdraw what I had delivered. It was real, and the Spirit of God evoked a just and
passionate response in and from me—even as He will do today!
Now for the other church pastor with the drug rehab program. On one particular
Wednesday evening I was supposed to make an announcement with regard to the
children. There was also a group of men there from another like work and they were
there to sing. But the music was anything but godly. It was loud and heavy on the
beat. Godly music is a trinity of melody, harmony, and rhythm, and boy did they have
that backwards! In fact, I think this was at the beginning of rap. But whatever it was, it
was loud and entirely offensive. After them, the pastor called me up to the front to
make my announcement. But they got something more, and I never even made the
announcement! Here again I passionately rebuked them, in this case for that music!
These two responses are not my normal way—in fact the only two such occasions—but
in each case I was jealous with Yahweh’s jealousy, and expect that these are a preview
of what is ahead before us. And it is interesting that one was a case of failure to repent,
and the other was corrupt music—both being a common problem in the church today.
The other outstanding thing in all of this that has thus far been addressed, is that there
were not only two events where wrong was being committed, but also there were the
two pastors who did not heed my word to leave, resulting in division, failure, and loss.
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So today, what is it that we are seeing here in these two like experiences that are taking
place in the church whole, Christianity? Obviously, Yahweh worked both of these to
evidence and speak to the two thousand years of corrupt and inept Christianity, and
the necessity for it to come to an end. And as evidenced by these two pastors, if the
church does not heed my words, the outcome will be ruin and loss. “My God, my God,
why have You forsaken us?”
And even moreso through these experiences is the identification process that brings
authority and ultimate fulfillment. In intercession, there has been the identification
with the two thousand years of the corrupt and defiled church. And with this
identification, we look to the Father to effect a redeeming and victorious third part of
the church that, MOST gratefully, comes from Christianity being cut short and
Immanuel come early and deliver man. Blessed be Yahweh! And the reality as well is
that Christians have no idea whatsoever how desperate is the need for this redemption.
They would thoroughly fail and be separated from Yahweh if He does not cut time
short!
Furthermore, in the bigger picture, we see that when Yahshua left, the church came
under the headship of Satan, the god of this world. He was the “pastor,” having the
right to rule over it and corrupt it. And the clearest testimony of this was Babylon, for
Christianity is Mystery Babylon. It is the tower of Babel that “reached into heaven”
(Genesis 11:4), and God is not pleased with it and must tear it down! Why so? Because
the kingdom of heaven was given to man while in this cursed flesh, and what happened
in the Garden of Eden is precisely what has happened in the church. The serpent
appeals to the weaker vessel and the two eat from the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, the kingdom of God, and they are put out of the garden—they DIE!
I ask you, where are the kingdom people for the last two thousand years? The Garden
of Eden with Satan in it is the church that man has known for two thousand years. This
Garden was given to man when Yahshua, while under the Nazirite vow (the kingdom),
went into the garden and prayed—“My Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass from
Me; yet not as I will, but as You will” (Matthew 26:39). And if the Father allowed for
man in the flesh to have the kingdom for another 1,000 years and he seeks to rest on
their eighth-day sabbath, it would be, “My God, my God, why have You forsaken us?”
But God must cut time short and hold the “pastor,” Satan, the head of Christianity,
accountable, and do what those two pastors refused to do when by the Holy Spirit I
spoke to them to leave and did not do so. Satan must leave NOW! His allotted 2,000
years are over! His 2,000 swine have all gone to the sea of death, and he must now be
held accountable! What will now happen to him? I told those two pastors that it was
time for them to leave and they refused to heed me, and it resulted in disaster and loss!
That cannot happen in the church today. Their “pastor,” Satan, must be forcibly
removed, and that is precisely what we see with natural Babylon. Yahweh enters into
mystery Babylon and, as it is written (Daniel 5:30), the “king” is taken and “killed.”
Satan is cast into the abyss and is chained there for a thousand years (Revelation 20:1-3,
7). He must now pay the price for the church. As addressed here, Satan becomes a
“savior” of man. Both Isaiah and Jeremiah extensively prophesied that Babylon would
be utterly destroyed! But was it? No! Yahweh had mercy on Babylon and only one
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perished—the head, King Belshazzar! Likewise, Satan pays the price for what he has
done to man for 6,000 years, and moreso to kingdom man for 2,000 years.
So, the handwriting is on the wall, and my invitation to you is to come out of
Christianity, even as I told those two pastors to come out of their churches. And if you
do not, you will have a like result and not ascend into heaven at the sound of the
trumpet, but will remain in your flesh for another 3,000 years! “Come out of her, my
people, so that you will not participate in her sins and receive of her plagues; for her
sins have piled up as high as heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities”
(Revelation 18:4-5). Come out of unclean and failing Mystery Babylon Christianity! We
must be born from above!
Blessed be Yahweh,
Gary

